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Haztrakr is a mature and stable
application that has been used in
California for online HMBEP/UST
reporting and emergency res ponse
since 2003. It is easy to install, easy to
use and easy to maintain. Built on the
eCompliance.NET framework for
legally-binding electronic transactions,
it will s atisfy the requirements of AB
2286 and more.

Haztrakr
Electronic Reporting and
Emergency Response
Application

 Extend it to other forms, integrate it
with existing databas es, accept online payments and share data across
jurisdictions and departments.


Give your emergency responders
the tools they need to adequately
respond to HazMat incidents.
Haztrakr contains extensive
chemical data, response-relevant
information and an interface
designed around the needs of the
first responder.

Call eCompliance for a username and
password or contact us to schedule a
presentation at info@ecompliance.net.

eCompliance, Inc.
One Otis Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 437-3977
info@ecompliance.net
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The Challenge
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Emergency Response

Extendibility

California legislators adopted AB 2286, requiring all
regulated facilities and Unified Program and
Participating Agencies to enter Unified Program data
electronically. The integration of this requirement into
existing procedures and systems is a challenging
task. eCompliance, Inc. offers CUPAs and PAs an
easy, affordable and proven solution to the
increasing demands for electronic services.

Haztrakr treats emergency responders, along with
regulators and regulated facilities, as major
stakeholders. A specific emergency response
interface has been designed to satisfy the unique
needs of these users:

Haztrakr comes pre-built with all CUPA forms,
including those elements not in the State data
dictionary such as Emergency Response Plans
and Procedures, Training parts of the Business
Plan and Facility Maps. However the Haztrakr
framework is constructed on an extendible
framework that will allow agencies to do more:

The Haztrakr Solution
The browser-based Haztrakr allows agencies to
electronically collect and manage data in accordance
with Unified Program standards. It’s a turn-key
application with everything you need to get up and
running:
· Hosting and Data backup Pick your own web
address
· Publish and customize electronic CUPA forms
· Receive and Manage electronic data through webbased forms
· Access data immediately in an emergency

Experience and Expertise
As agencies transition to e-reporting, electronic
databases will function as the primary repository for
regulatory transactions. It is therefore critically
important that agencies ensure the legal credibility
of their data. eCompliance provides the necessary
experience and expertise to ensure that electronic
data satisfies judicial standards: the strongest test
of data credibility. Haztrakr supports PKI
technologies as per the requirements of the State’s
Digital Signature Act.
Each form is archived and signed with digital
certificates that verify the identity of the sender.
Digital signatures ensure the integrity of the data
and guarantee that if data is altered in any way, it is
invalidated.

· SIMPLE Minimal training requirements and
access to emergency-relevant information in 3
mouse clicks. Search by any criteria as easily as
you would on an Internet search engine. Incorporate
existing dispatch-specific information such as District
or Fire Management Zones.
· Internet-independent access to data
Configure existing laptops to synch with your online
server. The data becomes available to responders
without an Internet connection.
· Chemical Dictionary and Fire Code
Classification Regulated facilities and
responders access, through a built-in interface to
Aristatek’s PEAC, chemical properties such as
boiling point, melting point, LEL, UEL, flash point,
auto ignition temperature, vapor pressure, vapor
density, ionization energy, published toxicity values
and NFPA flammability, reactivity and health ratings.
Online tools help facilities determine the fire code
classification of their chemicals.
· MSDS Allow (or require) your facilities to
upload Material Safety Data Sheets of specific highhazard pure chemicals or mixtures.
· Facility Map No system limitations on the
size or type of facility maps uploaded by the facility.
Easy access to facility maps for responders.
· Unlimited number of users Provide
read-only web access to your fire stations, battalion
chiefs or other interested parties.
· GIS Automatic lookup of facility latitude and
longitude allows for integration with GIS
applications

· Forms Add more forms: Health forms,
Plan checks, complaint forms. Use Haztrakr as a
one-stop location for all of your online forms
· Integration Migrate Haztrakr data to existing
databases
· Online Payments Accept electronic checks
and credit cards with Haztrakr’s payment gateway
· Share Multiple agencies can combine to
form a regional exchange. Share resources and
data – save money
· Applications Take advantage of
Haztrakr’s full integration with existing
applications:

Decade Software Company’s
EnvisonConnect is a comprehensive data
management application for managing processes
such as inspections, billing, permitting and timetracking.

Tait Environmental’s HazMAP
displays Haztrakr information as visual layers in
Google Earth. Satellite images are overlaid with
key features such as fire hydrants, storm drains
and sewer lines. It also performs chemical
plume/WMD modeling and calculates protective
action distances.

